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Live streaming is a fairly new platform for news broadcasting. It is not only used by 

broadcasters, but also by individuals not affiliated with official stations. So, what is live 

streaming? It is a real-time video that is broadcasted by an individual or a station that allows 

viewer interaction with the streamer (Hu, 2017). Before live stream, there was simply on-air 

broadcasting produced by an official company. This was a one-way conversation spoken to the 

viewers as opposed to with the viewers. However, this is not the only way live stream has 

affected broadcast journalism. The main differences between broadcast journalism before and 

after live streaming became available are the role of journalists, how news is accessed and the 

importance of transparency of truth. 

 Before live stream came about, broadcast was strictly on-air through a news station. The 

journalists were hired professionals that had training and experience. It was a system in which 

new journalists were behind the scenes and senior journalists were in the forefront of the 

broadcast as the face of the show. According to Tina Monzon-Palma in her address “Do 

Journalists Still Matter?”, the role of journalists “To investigate, cut through the white noise, 

present the situation as clearly as possible and… ask the hard questions” (2017). So, with on-air 

broadcasting, the station can really think through the questions that will be asked and answer 

them to the best of their ability. They will also be able to plan out what will happen in a more 

formal way than on live stream. 
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 With live streaming, the role of journalists has not changed except for how it is 

approached. The streamer now can plan anything and have it in an instant. Although it is a less 

formal way of broadcasting, it has its perks, too. For example, as comments come in, the 

streamer can use those as resources and topics to go off of. Independents are not the only ones 

that use live stream to broadcast. Many local news figures have started to emerge in the live 

streaming world and do broadcasts outside of the normal news broadcast time. This is effective 

in getting real-time weather and news. This is especially helpful on bad weather days in 

Oklahoma since the weather does not broadcast twenty-four seven. With the emergence of live 

streaming, news has become much more convenient, whereas when news was only on TV, there 

was a certain schedule that had to be followed. 

 Traditional news broadcasting was on the TV at a certain time every day and rarely did it 

ever stray from that schedule. The convenience of news broadcasting used to be on a set 

schedule, which did not fit into people’s lives easily. People are always busy and tasks pop up 

out of nowhere sometimes and most must be dealt with as soon as possible. However, when 

people knew to expect the weather and news updates every night at nine o’clock, it became 

routine to be home or near a TV at that specific time. So many lives used to revolve around the 

TV. Living rooms were even set up around the TV to be able to all watch and absorb the shows. 

This kind of determination and dedication to the TV proved to be a success because almost every 

household in America has access to a TV now. However, it is becoming less and less used with 

new technology and live streaming. 
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 Now, not many people watch the actual TV for much more than sports, regular news 

broadcasting and current seasons of series shows. Almost every form of technology has gone 

mobile now. There are very few things that do not have an app or a way to access it through a 

smartphone, laptop or computer. One example is how video streaming sites such as Netflix and 

Hulu have gained permission to stream certain company’s shows and movies, so more people are 

starting to watch from these apps rather than on the TV. This leads to a lower demand for TVs 

and a higher demand for portable devices. The world is such an on-the-go society and has a 

right-here-right-now mindset, so waiting for the news to come on at night is not necessarily an 

option for many people. It helps when there is an option to view the real-time news and weather 

through live stream at any given point in the day. With live streaming, being able to participate 

in the broadcast gives viewers an opportunity to feel included and it helps spread ideas that are 

not common or are not being discussed in the news (Hu, 2017). 

One of journalists’ top priorities is transparency in their work. Transparency is important 

to the viewers because it allows the broadcaster to be more dependable and trustworthy. Way 

before live streaming came into play, on-air broadcast was a typically non-biased way of 

receiving information. However, that is no longer true for most stations, now. Coming from a 

big-name news company, validity and assurance of the credibility behind news stories is not a 

major question. This is because being part of the company almost guarantees a higher credibility 

for the journalists. 
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With the ability of viewer interaction on live stream, the streamer must be careful not to 

believe everything that is said right away, and must put more thought and research into the 

statements to maintain transparency. According to Sun Kong Lee in her article “The Effects of 

News Consumption via Social Media…”, she explains how transparency and objectivity are 

becoming more important as social media and individual journalists continue to increase in 

number (2017). Without the direct connection to a company, individual journalists must work 

extra hard to earn credibility in their broadcasts. This can be done through the speech used in the 

broadcast and the professionality of the production of the live stream. It is very possible for an 

independent to gain the credibility needed for a positive reputation as a journalist, but it will take 

a lot more effort and work in general. 

In conclusion, live streaming can be proved good and bad in broadcasting, but so can 

on-air broadcasting. The differences between broadcast journalism before and after live 

streaming emerged are the role of journalists, how news is accessed and the importance of 

transparency of truth. Overall credibility and professionalism are ways that any broadcaster, 

whether he or she is part of a larger company or works as an independent broadcaster, will 

survive in this day and age of news. In the technological direction the world is advancing in, 

transitioning to mainly live stream and social media for news is just about inevitable. There will 

be obvious opposition, but there was similar opposition when the news changed from print to 

broadcast, also. In a few years, there will be new technology the also receives backlash and 

opposition. Until then, live streaming is the new technology that will continue to evolve. 
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